
Leading GCs, trades, architects, owners &
modular partners join largest dedicated
prefab & modular construction summit
Advancing Prefabrication '19 brings
together owners, architects, GCs, trades &
modular partners to share best practices
& explore the potential of offsite work.

DALLAS, TX, UNITED STATES, December
17, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Advancing Prefabrication 2019 will
bring together leading owners,
architects, GCs, trades and modular
partners to share best practices and
explore the future potential of offsite
work.

With the perception of prefab and
modular changing fast, and the rapidly
increasing rate of adoption across the
industry, it’s imperative to equip your
team with the best tools and processes
to stay ahead of the curve. We will
discuss optimizing set-up, planning,
operations, and install of everything
from single and multi-trade assemblies
through full volumetric modular
buildings.

Much of the success of offsite construction is reliant on efficient planning and consideration
from day one, and this is a great chance to understand how owners and architects are improving
their efforts up front, and what they need from project partners to support these changes.

This was one of the best
conferences I have ever
attended. Organization and
timeliness was upheld
throughout and the material
was extremely thought
provoking and relevant.”

Project Estimator, Haselden
Construction

With three tracks of content and more workshops than
ever before, the 2019 conference offers fantastic
opportunities to tailor your three days to the specific
interests of you and your team.

Here is just a sample of the insights and discussions that
you can look forward to:

- Hear from leading owners paving the way with prefab
and modular including Intel, Google, Marriott, Universal
Health and more…
- Understand how the leaders at PCL Agile are exploring
more prefabrication opportunities deliver maximum value

to clients

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://advancing-prefabrication.com/?utm_source=external&amp;utm_medium=pd%2Fpr&amp;utm_campaign=10438-apf-pr1


- Explore how experienced architects from companies such as Cannon Design, Stantec,
Group2Architects and more ensure that they design to the right level of detail and high spec
from day one to avoid costly redesign later on
- Learn how the Prefab Managers at Rosendin Electric quickly and efficiently engage, train, and
set up the right culture among field teams to increase labor productivity
- Discover the ways that the VP Manufacturing at Prescient, Director of Critical Process Systems
at M C Dean, and VP Innovation at Turner Construction are drawing their teams together and
achieving full collaboration with both technology and enhanced workflows

Plus, you'll have the chance to explore the cutting-edge practices and technologies that are going
to drive prefab into a new age. 

Discover the full speaker faculty and agenda here 

Whether you’re a prefabrication leader or just getting started, join us in Dallas in January if you
want to innovative the way your team deliver maximum value to your clients.
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